Real life test – October 2006

First meeting

The test
•
•
•
•

10 families
E-newspaper presented in iRex iLiad
Two editions each day
Duration 2 weeks
–
–
–
–
–

Questionnaire
Daily activites online with questions and diary etc
Semi-structured interviews – 90 minutes
Questionnaire
Follow up workshop

Demographic and background data
• 3 women and 9 men with the average age of 39,7
• Educational level:
– elementary (2)
– grammar (5)
– university level (5)

• Occupation:
– full time work (9)
– students (2)
– senior citizen (1)

• Media habits:
– subscribers (9), non-subscribers (2)
– online news readers (12)
– mobile service users (5)

Comments from diaries
• Day 1: ”Easy to read, even though I still think in web
terms when navigating”
• Day 2: ”One gets tired easily because of the bugs.
The iLiad is a pain but I keep on going anyway”
• Day 3: ” I still struggle with the buttons and do not
find any logic...”
• Day 4: ”I miss a lot from the printed edition. I don’t
get along with the structure. One needs angelic
patience to find the page one wants, I thought I
would be used to it by now, but we still quarrel...”

Comments from diaries
• Day 5: ”Ha, ha, I have found my way of reading...browsing
through the paper without getting stuck and not find my way
back. We are getting better friends now, the e-newspaper and I,
but I do not dare to let go of the printed paper”
• Day 7: ”Today when I read the news I stumbled across the
lottery price list. Well, there was something wrong with it, after
10 pages of results in double space, I turned the e-newspaper
off...”
• Day 8: ”It is fun to bring the iLiad and see the reactions of other
people”
• Day 12: ”Today everything is back to usual. No structure in the
navigation and strange symbols in yhe middle of the text”

Examples of answers to the daily
questions
• Day 1: Do you get a feeling of the amount of
content?
– No, I miss the general view both regarding the article
and where in the newspaper I am reading. I am not
sure whether my action will lead to a scrolling down
the page, an actual page turn or a shift to another
menu.
– Well, it contains several indexes, and it takes a while
getting to them

Examples of answers to the daily
questions
• Day 4: How was the e-newspaper reading
experience?
– The visual is OK, the rest is like being in a hurry and get stuck
behind a tractor on the highway.
– Reading the text works very well.
– It takes more time because of the navigation...browsing through
the e-newspaper is hard
– I appreciate the accesibility and the readability in daylight is
excellent. A plus is the enlargement function. But all the bugs are
killing me, if I have not been in the test group, I would probably
have abandoned the e-newspaper by now.

Examples of answers to the daily
questions
• Day 5: How do you perceive the ads?
– I hardly notice them
– It feels like I just pass them by in the enewspaper
– I think it is a good thing having them at the
end of each article, then they do not disturb
but still have a function
– They are insignificant, and almost hard to
notice

Examples of answers to the daily
questions
• Day 10: Are there any moments when you
prefer the e-newspaper compared to the
printed or the online edition?
– I don’t think so. Maybe the e-newspaper could serve
as a complement to the other two.
– I prefer the format of the e-newspaper compared to
the others
– When travelling. At work.
– On the bus/airplane where there is limited space

Examples of answers to the daily
questions
• Day 12: After reading the e-newspaper for a
while, what do you think is needed in order
to launch it?
– A LOT! The interface and the navigation, the
newspaper layout, better performance etc
– Color display, above all it has to be faster and much
easier to navigate
– All the childrens diseases has to be eliminated.
Navigation and layout has to be functional and
intuitive. It has to be really easy to use!!! Besides all
that it has to offer added value compared to the
printed edition

Examples of answers to the daily
questions
• Day 13: If you would consider exchanging
the printed paper with an e-newspaper,
would it be enough with one eReader (iLiad)?
– It depends on the cost. One usually gets by with one
newspaper, but then it is in two parts...
– No, I don’t think so. One wants to read at the same
time and discuss the articles. The newspaper has
several parts that one can share.
– One iLiad is enough. We are in the same age, my
husband and I, but I am more curious about new
technology. If my husband wants to try it more, we
have to schedule the reading

Examples of answers to the daily
questions
• Day 14: If you owned an iLiad, what
kind of content would you buy?
– Books and other newspapers
– Morning papers, Evening press,
encyclopedias, traffic information, time tables
etc
– Everything available. TV guide, personal
programs, use it as a calender, games such
as cross word puzzles and sudoko

Interviews

Impressions from the interviews
• Surprisingly positive despite the bugs
• All of the respondents considered echanging the
printed paper if the technology became more stable
and the navigation problems solved
• The readability was very appreciated
• Confirmation about the importance of navigational
aid
• Laid back reading (in bed, in the sofa)

Some quotations
• “I liked this format, even if it initially seemed a little small, it
was quite good… I had it with me on the airplane and on the
bus, and then this size was perfect”.
• “I did not feel one hundred percent in control. It was not
intuitive, it do not do what I feel is right… when you read you
do not want to feel like the distribution of presents on
Christmas when you never really know what you will get”.
• “it is a little bit like a psychology test, you do not know what
will happen, this eventually leads to that you do not really dare
to press on something cause you do not now what will
happen”.
• Color would be fun, but it is nothing that I prioritize as
essential, I would exchange it even if it is not in color”
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Can e-paper replace print?

Results - questionnaire
When are you ready to start
reading the e-newspaper?
– Today – 6 persons
– Within 2 years – 2 persons
– Within 5 years – 3 persons

Results - questionnaire
What cost would be acceptable for consider changing
to the e-newspaper?
– Cheaper than the printed edition
– 5 persons
– Same price – 4 persons
– Could be more expensive if providing added value – 2 persons
• Large selection of books and other newspapers. Support for
multimedia and the possibility of synchronizing the iLiad with e.g.
Outlook
• If it would be possible to order other services than the
morningpaper, i.e. evening press, encyclopedias, magazines etc

Results - questionnaire
How should the eReader be finanzed?
– Free at charge when subscribing to the e-newspaper – 8 persons
– By instalment over a period of time – 1 person
– Paid by the reader – 2 persons

Payment model:
– Subscription – 11 persons
– Single copies – 6 persons

Results - questionnaire
• What is most important regarding the enewspaper layout?
– It should resemble the printed paper – 3 persons
– It should resemble the online edition – 0 persons
– It should be a mix between the printed and online
editions – 5 persons
– It should be something completely new – 3 persons

Problems with technology
•
•
•
•

2 iLiads was replaced during the test
Fixation Æ rebooting Æ long time
Strange symbols
Some problems with the wireless
connections
• Problems with the stylus
• Problems with article index in the bottom

The Design Robot

• One person, max. 2 - 3 hours per
day.
• 85 percent of the editorial content,
• Two editions; 19.00 and 01:00

Workshop
• Summing up the
problems with the iLiad
and the e-newspaper in
the test
• Trying out the early
prototypes
• Most navigational and
structure problems
solved by the solutions
in the prototypes

Our vision

